
Reshoring- A View from within



Quick Facts-my perspective

Basis/Background for the same

100% Owner and President of Extreme Tool
 Extreme-80 Employees, started 1998 with 6 people
 Shareholder/President of Cosmos Tooling Solutions, Shaoguan City, China
 Cosmos-70 Employees/Started 2008 
 Journeyman Mold maker
 No formal secondary education/“school of hard knocks based”
 SPI, AMBA,MAPP Member
Moldmaking Technology Magazine Advisory Board Member

*** Information presented “my personal opinion based” based upon my experiences.



Cosmos- Quick Facts and Why?

 Ownership= 4 HONG KONG Residents/(3) U.S. Citizens
 120 employees @ peak
 Extreme Clients requesting a lower cost solution
 2007 MDM West Show/Extreme exhibited. 30-50% of clients that stopped, were not 
interested in any mold solution other than offshore/no interest in USA build
 Primary offering was a “hybrid solution”, Extreme-Cosmos
 Initial cost savings was 25-30% 
 Lead-time was + 4-6 weeks 
 IDENTICAL manufacturing processes and job control at Cosmos
 Less sophisticated equipment in place initially .



What’s happened since then?

 Cost savings has deteriorated
a) Significant labor cost increases/China
b) Freight/Transportation cost increases
c) Building/Facility/Other cost increases 

More Clients educated about total cost
 Total Cost of Quality important again. 
 “Bad” China/Client experiences
 Labor Instability/China 
 Political and People, Publicity, clients nervous about Asia.
 South China Tooling location vulnerability/transient nature of employee base



How has Cosmos reacted?

Moved to a new facility in 2013, more stable location
 Emphasis on Technology to reduce labor content (sound familiar?)
 Shaogguan Employee Base, Family, Westernized Lifestyle
 Smaller/Higher Skilled workforce, compensated appropriately
Mgmt. Commitment to Employees
 Turnkey tool Solution/Reduced touch points = More Competitive



Cosmos-Shaoguan



Cosmos-Shaoguan



How has it affected Extreme?

 42% Growth since 2008
 25 FTE’s added since 2008
 Growth Management is biggest challenge
 Clients like global solutions/1 stop shopping
 Increased Efficiency- do more with less
 Niche is high end complex/high cavitation. 



Is Reshoring Real?

 ABSOLUTELY
Will it slow down? NO, accelerate.
 Affect Cosmos? Grow China Domestic client base/export less 
 China Automotive market/fastest growing in world, GM-China ex.
 China Med. Market/fastest growing in world. 
 China Packaging market/fastest growing in world.  (Berry) emerging/growth market
 China Manufacturing resources/domestic China business, reduce exportation



Who is Reshoring Bad for?

NO ONE (In USA or China or otherwise)

Work returning to USA RAPIDLY, creating Jobs/Opportunities/reducing unemployment!!! 
Working Conditions, Wage Levels, and Opportunities improvement in China 
 Strength of US Manufacture’s who survived are better, leaner, and stronger than ever
 The “good old days”(moldmaking) may actually still be in front of us
 China presented a threat to mold manufacturing like that which will never see again. 
 We need to learn from this experience/challenge ourselves  each and every day



LET’S ROLL!

• Questions will be welcomed with rest of speakers- in 
the meantime- LET’S GO PLASTICS INDUSTRY!
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